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MARIA - Keep spreading my prayer ☫ Light workers
Are welcome My dear beloved brothers and sisters. Listen carefully and receive
the following message with love. My heart beats wildly, how many sons and
daughters have responded to my call! How many sons and daughters vibrate
with love for the planet. I am extremely happy, and be sure, my children, that
you will achieve it, that you will change this planet. Let's make a comparison: a
small source starts dripping some water and seems so small, so inexpressive
but there it is, spurting out of this splash of water so that a few birds drink and to
wet the earth a little. Then he realizes that he is not so useless, that he can do
something for the planet, for someone who is thirsty and passes; for the animals
and feels grateful to be able to do something positive even if you are so small.
In another place nearby, another small source thinks in the same way, but at
first this small and inexpressive current flows through the earth and as a great
wisdom of Gaia it meets the other current of that other source and becomes a
greater current that begins to travel the roads, even making its passage noise,
quencing the thirst of more animals and more human that pass.And in another
place, maybe very far maybe, another flow of the same intensity It crosses its
path and they become even more abundant and begin to form a flow. It is a
great joy because it shows the balance of Gaia. Gaia's love, which unites these
currents to form something much larger, and this little stream joins another
stream that has formed somewhere and gets bigger, wider and deeper. And
after a while they form a great river that at some point will cease to be a simple
river and will become part of the great ocean, then I will bring this little story to
the energy of the planet. See, each of you, like this little source that you thought
was insignificant without much value, but that joining other sources grew and
grew and reached the top, which was the ocean. And so your planet maintains
its entire structure as a great network. So I bring this to each of you, it meets
another forming a small group or a large group that then joins another group
and the group continues to grow and grow. What is happening? You become
immense fluid then at any time, my children, do not feel insignificant or feel
weak or feel useless you are all part of the one who is Father / Mother / God. It
is as if we lit small bulbs, but when they get together they form a slightly
stronger bulb and when they join with other bulbs they form a much stronger
light and begin to illuminate the planet. You are interconnected, nobody is
isolated. Every ray of love, every ray of joy that emanates, is connected to
another ray of love to another ray of joy and floods this great network of joy and
love and the points of this network that are dark that are sad that do not want
the light will be flooded by this wave of love and joy they will first refuse they will
not do it because they do not want to lose their essence very well. Everyone
makes their choice but many change, many love the feeling of what it is to light
their hearts and start a new journey. Therefore never give up, never consider
yourself insignificant and weak. Each one of you who emanates love, emanates
a halo of energy much larger than yourself and when by chance such halo
meets another halo of the same intensity becomes stronger and expands faster
and you become powerful. Continue on this path of emanation of love, of peace,

of light. As already said here, it is a great step towards unconditional love. They
emanate true love. It is immense, and from each one of those who emanate it
spreads very quickly, so send more and more unconditional love and they will
change this planet. Learn not to judge. Learn not to take sides. No one is right.
No one is wrong. There is nothing to judge, there is only love and light to
emanate, so you will change this planet, so you will reach everyone. When I
asked that our messages be transmitted on the planet, we know why. And rest
assured that this is the story of many here, who suddenly arrived, listened,
loved, stayed and their lives changed. We will touch many. What you are doing
is not easy, but think of it as an act of love. It is a commitment of love, but let's
be clear, nobody has a commitment to me, no, each one of you who has
accepted my invitation, is doing it for himself, is doing it in his own way, is doing
it as an act of love, as an act of expansion of his love. There is no commitment
to me, I do not demand anything from anyone. The commitment is with you, the
commitment is with you, with those who will be waiting for the message every
day like you, so always think if there is a brother on the other side of the world
who is waiting for this message and I am doing this for him, so that he can have
access to everything I have already had. That is love and that is spreading love,
so, once again I repeat, don't say you do it for me. It demands nothing. Each of
you made his decision to help. Never forget that you are doing it for a brother
and a sister who will read what you are translating and that in this way you are
developing this network of knowledge and wisdom, so you can change the
world, so you help other brothers. Do your part and we will do ours, which is to
reach all who need to be touched. Know, my sons and daughters, that my heart
is partying. That I am very happy that you have heard my request, but I keep
repeating it with me there is no commitment The commitment is with you your
brothers and sisters, for those who do the translations. Believe me it will go far
because we will make it go far is our job, but we need you. So let each one of
you do their part, but always do it thinking that there is someone waiting on the
other side. Someone who wants to read this message, then the commitment is
with them, not with me, not with us but with those brothers and sisters who are
eager to read our teachings, then my dear sons and daughters, do it from the
heart, do it with much love and I assure you that it will be a light task, a quiet
task to do and more and more people will move forward but always taking into
account that by agreeing to collaborate with this help with me but with those
who expect what you give. Once again, I repeat, I am very happy and continue,
my children, multiplying. My prayer goes far, you have no idea and very fast,
very quickly you will see the results. Blessings., We send you a strong and tight
hug to each of you. We are the workers of the Light

